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a b s t r a c t
We study real-time demand fulﬁllment for networks consisting of multiple local warehouses, where
spare parts of expensive technical systems are kept on stock for customers with different service contracts. Each service contract speciﬁes a maximum response time in case of a failure and hourly penalty
costs for contract violations. Part requests can be fulﬁlled from multiple local warehouses via a regular
delivery, or from an external source with ample capacity via an expensive emergency delivery. The objective is to minimize delivery cost and penalty cost by smartly allocating items from the available network
stock to arriving part requests. We propose a dynamic allocation rule that belongs to the class of one-step
lookahead policies. To approximate the optimal relative cost, we develop an iterative calculation scheme
that estimates the expected total cost over an inﬁnite time horizon, assuming that future demands are
fulﬁlled according to a simple static allocation rule. In a series of numerical experiments, we compare
our dynamic allocation rule with the optimal allocation rule, and a simple but widely used static allocation rule. We show that the dynamic allocation rule has a small optimality gap and that it achieves an
average cost reduction of 7.9% compared to the static allocation rule on a large test bed containing problem instances of real-life size.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
We consider demand fulﬁllment for networks consisting of
multiple local warehouses, where spare parts of expensive technical systems are kept on stock. Downtime costs (like opportunity
cost in case of lost production, liability cost, or loss of goodwill)
are usually high, and can easily run into thousands of euros per
hour. Therefore, it is important that the availability of the systems
is high and that down-situations are recovered quickly. Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) of high-tech equipment usually
sell their equipment with a variety of service contracts at different
prices. Typically, these service contracts commit to maintenance
service within 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, or the next, or second next
business day. Due to strong ﬂuctuations in spare parts demand and
strict service deadlines, spare parts logistics execution must be
responsive. This is achieved by means of fast call-handling, accurate (remote-) problem diagnosis, 24 hours operations, fast trans-
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portation modes, and stocking locations at close distance to the
customer site.
OEMs often serve customers with different service deadlines
from the same network. Because of the pooling effect, this requires
(much) lower investments in inventory than operating separate
networks per contract type. To serve customers with premium
contracts in time, OEMs must establish dense same day networks
of stocking locations. Consequently, many customers can be served
within the service deadline from multiple stocking locations.
A major challenge for the OEM is to minimize inventory holding
cost, replenishment cost and fulﬁllment cost while providing the
promised service to its customers. OEMs can simultaneously inﬂuence cost and customer service in two possible ways: (i) through
calculating appropriate base stock levels for all warehouses, and
(ii) through determining an appropriate allocation rule for selecting the warehouse that is used to fulﬁll a real-time spare parts
demand.
Whereas the calculation of base stock levels is a tactical planning problem where decisions are usually taken every 3–6 months,
the calculation of a stock allocation rule is an operational planning
problem where usually many decisions must be taken each day. As
for many hierarchical planning problems in Supply Chain Management, it is not possible to solve these two problems simulta-
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neously. In this study we focus on the operational planning problem and assume that the base stock levels are given. Our aim is
to develop an allocation rule that performs well for arbitrary base
stock level vectors. Such an allocation rule can serve as a plug-in
for methods that calculate appropriate base stock levels. In
Section 6, we discuss methods for calculating base stock levels that
anticipate our proposed allocation rule.
In practice, we see that many OEMs have implemented a simple
static allocation rule that fulﬁlls a real-time spare parts demand
from the closest warehouse with stock at hand. See Reijnen et al.
(2009) and Kranenburg and Van Houtum (2009) for case studies
at OEMs of high tech equipment. This allocation rule is popular because it only requires static time/distance information and the set
of warehouses with stock at hand. One drawback of this rule is that
it does not use some potentially valuable information for making
smart allocation decisions: real-time stock level information, and
demand forecast information. Another drawback of this rule is that
it does not consider customer base heterogeneity. As a result, each
customer, despite generating different revenues to the OEM, receives a similar treatment in terms of customer service. This is
unattractive for the OEM for two reasons: First, customers who
bought expensive high-end contracts might consider this unfair,
and this might disturb the customer relationship. Second, high
base stock levels are needed to provide the promised service to
customers with tight service deadlines. It is thus attractive to differentiate between the customers based on their service contract.
Customer differentiation can be realized using critical levels. For
single location models this is often the only choice. In networks
however, customer differentiation can also be realized through dynamic allocation. In this paper we explore this direction.
Our goal in this paper is to investigate the beneﬁts of using realtime stock level information and demand forecast information for
real-time demand management in spare parts inventory networks.
We summarize our problem setting as follows: We consider a single item, single echelon, multi location inventory network where
spare parts are kept on stock for customers with different service
contracts. Each service contract speciﬁes a maximum response
time in case of a failure, and contract violations are penalized.
The objective is to minimize the sum of the average annual delivery cost and the average annual penalty cost by smartly allocating
items from the available network stock to arriving part requests.
What makes this task challenging is that the choice to fulﬁll a part
request from a particular source location does not only cause a certain direct cost, but also impacts the opportunities to fulﬁll demands in the near future (at least until the allocated item is
replenished again). We present an average cost Markov Decision
Process (MDP) formulation of this problem, which enables us to
compute the optimal allocation rule for small problem instances.
To handle problem instances of real-life size, we develop a onestep lookahead policy where we approximate the optimal relative
cost with an estimate of the relative cost under a simple static allocation rule. In a series of numerical experiments, we compare the
performance of the proposed allocation rule with the optimal allocation rule and two benchmark allocation rules.
To summarize, the paper makes the following contributions:
 We develop a dynamic allocation rule that is applicable to problem instances of real-life size. This allocation rule is a one-step
lookahead policy that takes into account base stock levels,
actual stock levels, and demand forecast information. We show
that the optimality gap of the proposed allocation rule is usually
small (i.e. average gap is less than 2%).
 We characterize our dynamic allocation rule by comparing its
allocation decisions to the allocation decisions of a simple static
allocation rule. We show that the dynamic allocation rule
achieves considerable cost savings by deviating from the simple

static allocation rule in a relatively small number of situations.
In particular, we show that the dynamic allocation rule is more
reluctant to take away the last item at a local warehouse and
less reluctant to use emergency deliveries from the central
warehouse.
 We show that dynamic allocation leads to signiﬁcant cost savings compared to a simple but widely used static allocation rule
by numerical experiments on a test bed that is inspired by IBM’s
spare parts network in Europe. We illustrate the impact of key
problem characteristics on the potential beneﬁts.
The paper is structured as follows. We start with a literature review and position our research in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our model and discuss important assumptions. In
Section 4, we introduce our new dynamic allocation rule. Section 5
presents a numerical study that compares the proposed dynamic
allocation rule with the optimal allocation rule, and two benchmark allocation rules. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize our results and draw conclusions.

2. Literature review
Our work contributes to a rich literature on spare parts inventory models. The literature that is most related to the work in this
paper, comes from three streams.
In the ﬁrst stream of literature, inventory models with ﬁxed lateral
transshipment rules are studied. In this stream, demand occurring at
a local warehouse with no stock at hand can be fulﬁlled via a stock
transfer from another local warehouse. In literature, models are
developed for evaluating system performance, either exactly or
approximately. An important contribution in this stream is made
by Axsäter (1990) who studied a two echelon model with one central
warehouse and a number of local warehouses. In his model demand
is fulﬁlled from the local warehouse whenever possible. If no items
are available, an item is sent from a randomly chosen local warehouse
with stock at hand. Demand rates observed by each warehouse are
approximated by assuming that all demand streams are Poisson.
Based on the resulting set of equations, he provides an iterative algorithm to obtain steady state probabilities. In the spirit of Axsäter
(1990), Kukreja et al. (2001), Wong et al. (2005), Kutanoglu (2008),
Kranenburg and Van Houtum (2009), and Reijnen et al. (2009) develop different models for evaluating and optimizing system performance under given allocation rules. All of these models assume
static allocation rules whereas we focus on dynamic allocation rules.
The second stream of literature also studies inventory models
with lateral transshipments, but the lateral transshipment rule is
now subject to optimization. An important paper in this stream
is Axsäter (2003). The author considers a backordering model
where a particular local warehouse with no stock at hand receives
a customer demand. The task is to select a warehouse to fulﬁll the
demand. The impact of all possible sourcing decisions on the total
cost is approximated by considering the direct cost and the additional future cost associated with a temporary reduction of the
stock level at the source location. Future cost is calculated under
the assumption that no lateral transshipments will take place. Minner et al. (2003) consider a similar model in a retail environment
with lost sales. Another interesting contribution in this stream is
made by Wijk et al. (2009) who provide an exact analysis for a
two location setting with given base stock policies and exponential
lead times. What differentiates our work from this stream, is that
we consider inventory networks where part requests can be fulﬁlled directly (i.e. without lateral transshipment) from multiple local warehouses in the network, and that we support multiple
customer classes. For a recent and comprehensive literature review
on lateral transshipments we refer to Paterson et al. (2011).
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The third stream of research that is relevant for our work studies inventory rationing and revenue management. Inventory
rationing techniques support the allocation of inventory units
among a heterogeneous customer base, by setting critical inventory levels and/or setting inventory control mechanisms. The concept of critical levels was introduced by Veinott (1965) and Topkis
(1968) and since then, solutions have been provided for various
control policies and demand classes. For a comprehensive literature review on inventory rationing we refer to Teunter and Klein
Haneveld (2008). Although the concept of critical levels supports
customer heterogeneity, it cannot easily be applied to our problem
because of two reasons. First, critical level literature usually assumes a single source location. Sourcing ﬂexibility–a key characteristic of our problem–is not accounted for. Second, the concept
of critical levels offers only limited opportunities for customer differentiation in spare parts settings like ours where stock levels are
low and the number of customer classes is usually more than two.
To overcome these difﬁculties, Jalil (2011) follows the concepts
of revenue management to formulate a problem similar to ours as
a multi-period MDP. The relative value function is approximated
using linear programming. In the linear program, remaining stock
at the end of the horizon has no value, future replenishments are
ignored, and demand is assumed to be deterministic. In numerical
experiments, he shows that in situations where customer heterogeneities are high and actual stock levels are low the revenue management heuristic achieves signiﬁcant lower total cost over the
next 25 time periods than the static allocation rule. What differentiates our work from Jalil (2011) is that we approximate the relative value function using an inﬁnite time horizon taking into
account future replenishments and honoring the stochastic nature
of demand.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

3. Problem description and model formulation
In this section we deﬁne the inventory control problem, discuss
assumptions, introduce our notation, and formulate our model.
3.1. Problem description and notation
We consider a single item, single echelon, spare parts inventory
network consisting of multiple local warehouses where spare parts
are kept on stock for customers with different service contracts.
Whenever a part at a customer site fails, it has to be replaced by a
spare part. Part requests can be fulﬁlled from every warehouse in
the network with stock at hand. The central warehouse keeps spare
parts to replenish the local warehouses, and has also access to an
emergency delivery mode to fulﬁll customer demand. The delivery
time and the delivery cost from a warehouse to a customer are ﬁxed
and depend on the geographical coordinates and the delivery mode
(emergency or regular). Typically, emergency deliveries are signiﬁcantly more expensive than regular deliveries. Customers have service contracts with committed response and repair targets backed
by penalties in case of contract violations. Penalty cost grows linearly in the delivery time beyond the service deadline, and depend
on the contract type. Typically, the hourly penalty cost rate for
2 hours service contracts is (much) higher than for 8 hours contracts. Our objective is to minimize the sum of the average annual
delivery cost and the average annual penalty cost.
3.2. Discussion of main assumptions
(i) The central warehouse has ample stock. The reason for this
assumption is that replenishment decisions at the central
warehouses are often decoupled from replenishment and

(v)

(vi)
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allocation decisions at lower network echelons. In real life,
we often see that the central warehouse can obtain new
items from multiple channels such as regular suppliers,
emergency suppliers, repair, and assembly/production
facilities.
Part requests from each customer follow an independent
Poisson process. The Poisson assumption is common in spare
parts logistics.
Replenishment lead times are exponentially and identically
distributed and have the same mean for all local warehouses. The assumption of equal replenishment lead times
is justiﬁed because in real-life replenishment lead times
are simply ﬁxed at the same values for all local warehouses
in the same geographical region. The assumption of an exponential shape of the replenishment lead time distribution is
made to facilitate an exact MDP analysis for problem
instances of sufﬁciently small size. Alfredsson and Verrijdt
(1999) showed that the performance of a model with a static
allocation rule in a complete pooling situations is rather
insensitive to the choice of exponential or constant replenishment lead times. It is reasonable to assume that this also
holds for our model. However, it is also clear that in situations with constant replenishment lead times, information
on remaining replenishment lead times can be useful to calculate smart allocation decisions. We leave this for further
research.
Inventories at local warehouses are controlled through continuous-time base stock policies with given base stock levels. In real life, stock levels are often reviewed only once a
day. Since the replenishment lead time for a local warehouse
is typically 3–6 days, we can however accurately approximate the periodic replenishment with a continuous replenishment with an adjusted average replenishment lead
time. The assumption of base stock control at the local warehouses is justiﬁed because we consider inventory networks
of expensive technical parts where holding cost is usually
high and demand is usually low.
Service deadlines, penalty cost, and delivery times are such
that is never beneﬁcial to backorder demand. Demand is
thus always fulﬁlled immediately, either from a local warehouse or from the central warehouse (by means of an emergency delivery).
Customers in the same geographical area are aggregated into
one customer region. Delivery times and delivery costs for
all customers in the same customer region are the same.
Demand rates for spare parts are available for each pair of
customer region and contract type. This assumption makes
sense because the expected life time of a spare part is large,
and accurate information on the number and the condition
of installed parts is usually not available. Hence, demand
rate estimates are much more reliable on customer region
level than on individual customer level.

The notation of our model is given in Table 1.
Because we assume one-for-one replenishment at all local
warehouses, each spare part demand leads to one spare part leaving the central warehouse (either directly as an emergency delivery to the customer or as a replenishment shipment to the local
warehouse that fulﬁlls the customer demand). Consequently,
replenishment cost at the central warehouse can be ignored because it does not depend on the allocation decision. Together with
assumption (v) this implies that we can pre-calculate the total cost
for fulﬁlling a part request from customer region j and customer
class k from stocking location i according to:
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Table 1
Notation.
Indices
i = 0, . . . , I
j = 1, . . . , J
k = 1, . . . , K
Parameters
Si
1

l

C dij
C pk

Hourly penalty cost for contract violations of customer class k

C ri

Unit replenishment cost for stocking location i > 0
Total cost to fulﬁll a demand from customer region j and customer class k from stocking location i

C fijk

(
¼

Base stock level of stocking location i = 1, . . . , I
Average replenishment lead time of a local warehouse
Demand rate of customer region j and customer class k
Maximum response time for customer class k
Delivery time from stocking location i to customer region j
Delivery cost to ship one item from stocking location i to customer region j

kjk
W max
k
tij

C fijk

Stocking locations; i = 0 refers to the central warehouse
Customer regions
Customer classes (deﬁned over contract types)


þ
C dij þ C pk  t ij  W max
k

þ
þ C ri
C dij þ C pk  t ij  W max
k

if i ¼ 0 ðcentral warehouseÞ
if i > 0 ðall local warehousesÞ

3.3. MDP formulation
In this section we formulate the real-time allocation problem as
a continuous-time average cost MDP with ﬁnite state and control
spaces (see e.g. Bertsekas, 2007, pp. 310–316). State transitions
and action selections take place at time instances when one of
the following two event types occurs: (i) a replenishment order arrives at a local warehouse, or (ii) a customer issues a new part request. Times between successive transitions have an exponential
probability distribution.
We describe the state of the system by x = (z, j, k), with z = (z1, . . . , zI) the I-dimensional vector of actual stock levels at the local
warehouses, and (j, k) references to the customer region and the
customer class associated with the arriving part request. If the state
refers to a replenishment order arrival, we set jand kequal to 0. We
deﬁne the state space S as S ¼ fððz1 ; . . . ; zI Þ; j; kÞjzi 2 f0; . . . ; Si g;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; I; j ¼ 1; . . . ; J; k ¼ 1; . . . ; Kg
[fððz1 ; . . . ; zI Þ; 0; 0Þjzi 2
f0; . . . ; Si g; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ig.
We now deﬁne the action space A, and the set of admissible actions AðxÞ for each state x 2 S. The action space for our model is
A ¼ f1; 0; . . . ; Ig. Here, action i P 0 stands for the decision to send
a spare part from warehouse i to the customer who has just issued
a part request, and action 1 stands for the decision to do nothing.
Obviously, we have that Aðz; 0; 0Þ ¼ f1g for all z. The set of
admissible actions for a state that represents a demand arrival,
consists of all local warehouses with stock at hand plus the central
warehouse: Aðz; j; kÞ ¼ fijzi > 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ig [ f0g for all ðz; j; kÞ 2 S
with j, k > 0.
Next, we describe the transitions for our continuous-time MDP
formulation. We assume that if the system is in state x and action a
is applied, the next state will be y with probability px,y(a). The
probabilities px,y(a) are called transition probabilities (see Bertsekas, 2007, p. 306). Furthermore, we deﬁne ei for i > 0 as the Idimensional unit vector with a 1 at position i and e0 as the zero
vector, i.e. e0 = 0.
Transition type 1: initial state: x = (z, 0, 0), action: 1, next event:
part request from customer region n and customer class p, next
state: y = (z, n, p). The transition rate is knp and the transition
.hP P
J
K
probability px,y(1) is equal to knp
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ
PI
l r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ:
Transition type 2: initial state: x = (z, 0, 0), action: 1, next event:
order arrival at local warehouse m, next state: y = (z + em,0,0).

The transition rate is l(Sm  zm) and the transition probability
.hP P
i
PI
J
K
px,y(1) is equal to lðSm  zm Þ
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l
r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ .
Transition
type
3-a:
initial
state:
x = (z, j, k)
with
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}, action: 0, next event: part request
from customer region n and customer class p, next state:
y = (z, n, p). The transition rate is knp and the transition probabil.hP P
i
PI
J
K
ity px,y(0) is equal to knp
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l
r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ .
Transition
type
3-b:
initial
state:
x = (z, j, k)
with
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}, action: i with i 2 {1, . . . , I} and zi > 0,
next event: part request from customer region n and customer
class p, next state: y = (z  ei, n, p). The transition rate is knp and
the
transition
probability
px,y(i)
is
equal
to
.hP P
i
PI
J
K
knp
k
þ
l
þ
l
ðS

r
Þ
.
tu
r
m
t¼1
u¼1
r¼1
Transition
type
4-a:
initial
state:
x = (z, j, k)
with
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}, action: 0, next event: order arrival
at local warehouse m, next state: y = (z + em, 0, 0). The transition
rate is l(Sm  zm) and the transition probability px,y(0) is
.hP P
i
PI
J
K
lðSm  zm Þ
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l
r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ .
Transition
type
4-b:
initial
state:
x = (z, j, k)
with
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}, action: i with i 2 {1, . . . , I} and zi > 0,
next event: order arrival at local warehouse m, next state:
y = (z  ei + em, 0, 0). If m – i, the transition rate is l(Sm  zm)
and
the
transition
probability
px,y(i)
is
hP P
i
PI
J
K
lðSm  zm Þ= t¼1 u¼1 ktu þ l þ l r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ . If m = i, the
transition rate is l(Si + 1  zi) and the transition probability is
.hP P
i
PI
J
K
lðSi þ 1  zi Þ
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l þ l
r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ .
The mean transition period lengths s(x, a) for all state/action
pairs directly follow from the transition rates. For state (z, 0, 0)
and action 1 the transition period length s((z, 0, 0), 1) is
.hP P
i
PI
J
K
1
For
state
(z, j, k)
with
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l
r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ .
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K} and action 0 the transition period length

s((z, j, k), 0) is equal to s((z, 0, 0), 1). Finally, for state (z, j, k) with
(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K} and action i with i 2 {1, . . . , I} the transi.hP P
J
K
tion
period
length
s((z, j, k),i) is 1
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ lþ
PI
l r¼1 ðSr  zr Þ: We conclude our MDP formulation with the speciﬁcation of the expected direct cost G((z, j, k), a) when choosing action a in state (z, j, k):

(
Gððz; j; kÞ; aÞ ¼

C fajk

if a P 0

0

otherwise

ð1Þ

To obtain the optimal allocation rule we transform the continuous-time MDP into a discrete-time MDP by applying a technique
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called uniformization (see e.g. Bertsekas, 2007, pp. 288–295). The
uniformization procedure consists of two steps: In the ﬁrst step,
we determine a new transition period length s such that s 6 s(x, a)
for all x 2 S , a 2 A . It is easy to see that
.h P P
i
PI
J
K
is an appropriate choice. In the
s¼1
t¼1
u¼1 ktu þ l
r¼1 Sr
second step, we add two types of transitions: (i) from state
(z, 0, 0) and action 1 to (z, 0, 0), and (ii) from state (z, j, k) and action i 2 Aðz; j; kÞ to (z  ei, 0, 0). The transition rates for these ﬁctitious transitions are chosen such that s(x, a) = s for all x 2 S , and
a 2 AðxÞ . We obtain the desired discrete-time MDP by replacing
the exponentially distributed transition period lengths with constant transition period lengths with the same mean.
The optimal average cost kw can be obtained by solving the Bellman optimality equations for the (discrete-time) average cost
MDP:

"

#
X
H
h ðxÞ ¼ min Gðx; aÞ  k s þ
px;y ðaÞh ðyÞ 8x 2 S
H

H

a2AðxÞ

ð2Þ

y2S

With the condition cThw = 0 (for any cT P 0), Eq. (2) has a unique ﬁnite solution and the optimal action aw(x) is the action that attains
the minimum in (2). hw is known as the optimal relative (or differential) cost vector and hw(x)  hw(y) represents the expected cost
difference over an inﬁnite time horizon under the optimal policy
when starting in state x instead of y. We solve (2) using relative value iteration (see e.g. Bertsekas, 2007, pp. 204–229). If we set cT
equal to the state probabilities, the value of hw(x) can be interpreted
as the total additional cost over an inﬁnite time horizon when starting in state x compared to paying the average cost kw every time
unit. This interpretation of hw(x) plays an important role in the
development of our dynamic allocation rule in the next section.
4. Heuristic allocation rules
In this section, we present three heuristic allocation rules for
the spare parts inventory network discussed in the previous section. The ﬁrst heuristic allocation rule is a simple static allocation
rule (denoted as SA-rule) which is described in Section 4.1. Because
this rule is widely used in real life, it constitutes an important
benchmark for any newly developed allocation rule. Next, we
move to dynamic allocation rules. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to one-step lookahead (1SL) policies. One-step lookahead policies choose at each state x the action a1SL(x) that minimizes the
sum of the direct cost and an approximation of the optimal future
cost:

"

1SL

a

X
^
ðxÞ ¼ arg min Gðx; aÞ þ
px;y ðaÞhðyÞ
a2AðxÞ

#

8x 2 S

ð3Þ

y2S

^ is the relative cost vector of some heuristic allocation rule
If h
(called the base policy), then the one-step lookahead policy is called
a rollout policy. For rollout policies, we can use the Bellman equations for the base policy (see Bertsekas, 2007, p. 198) to simplify
(3) to:

"
C fajk þ

a1SL ðz;j; kÞ ¼ arg min

a2Aðz;j;kÞ

"
a2Aðz;j;kÞ

a2Aðz;j;kÞ

¼ arg min

a2Aðz;j;kÞ

#

y2S

X
^
C fajk þ
pðzea ;0;0Þ;y ð1ÞhðyÞ

¼ arg min

¼ arg min

X
^
pðz;j;kÞ;y ðaÞhðyÞ

h
h

y2S

^  e ; 0; 0Þ þ kH
C fajk þ hðz
a
^  ea ; 0; 0Þ
C fajk þ hðz

i

s

#

i

8ðz;j; kÞ 2 S and j > 0
ð4Þ
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The second heuristic allocation rule we present in this section is a
rollout allocation policy with the SA-rule as base policy. This policy
is denoted as the RA-rule and is described in Section 4.2. To derive
Q
the RA-rule, we must solve a system of ðJ þ 1Þ Ii¼1 ðSi þ 1Þ Bellman
SA
equations in order to obtain h , the relative cost vector under
the SA-rule. For problem instances of real-life size this is infeasible.
To overcome this problem, we develop a one-step lookahead allocation rule where we approximate the optimal relative cost with an
estimate of the relative cost under the SA-rule. This third allocation
rule is a dynamic allocation rule. It is denoted as the DA-rule and
described in Section 4.3.
4.1. SA-rule
The SA-rule is a static allocation rule that uses predeﬁned
priorities to determine, among all warehouses with stock at hand,
the warehouse that is selected to fulﬁll a part request. It takes as
input J  K sorted lists of warehouses, one for each pair of customer region and customer class. Let Ljk(q) denote the q-th warehouse in the static priority list of customer region j and customer
class k. In case of a part failure at a customer of class k in customer region j, a new spare part is sent from the ﬁrst warehouse
in Ljk with stock at hand. The warehouses in Ljk are sorted in
ascending order on the basis of the fulﬁllment cost C fijk . This
means that the SA-rule is a greedy allocation rule that selects
among all warehouses with stock at hand the one with the lowest immediate fulﬁllment cost.
4.2. RA-rule
The RA-rule is a rollout policy that uses the SA-rule as base policy. An interesting property of rollout policies is that they have the
cost improvement property which states that they achieve no
worse results than their base policies. A major disadvantage is that
the RA-rule requires calculating hSA, and this involves solving a
(possibly huge) set of Bellman equations. The practical value of
the RA-rule is therefore limited. Yet, we have added the RA-rule
to our analysis because it is the inspiration for our DA-rule.
4.3. DA-rule
In this subsection we present the DA-rule. The DA-rule is a onestep lookahead policy. In contrast to the optimal allocation rule
and the RA-rule, it is applicable to problems of arbitrary size. First,
we explain the general idea behind the DA-rule. Then, we discuss
the three components that together make up the algorithm for
approximating the optimal relative cost. We conclude with a formal description of the rule.
4.3.1. Idea behind the DA-rule
The DA-rule is a one-step lookahead policy where we approximate the optimal relative cost with an estimate of the relative cost
under the SA-rule. The estimate is obtained through a computationally inexpensive iterative procedure. Consequently, the DArule can be considered as an approximation of the RA-rule (but
one that can handle problems of arbitrary size).
Consider the system when a demand arrives. Without loss of
generality, we assume that time is 0 and the actual stock level vector is equal to z. We want to approximate hSA for all states
(z  ea, 0, 0) with za > 0. Let us deﬁne J(z  ea, t1, t2) as the expected
total cost during time interval [t1, t2] if the system is in state
(z  ea, 0, 0) at time 0 and the SA-rule is used to fulﬁll future demands. Then, by deﬁnition:
SA

h ðz  ea ; 0; 0Þ ¼ lim½Jðz  ea ; 0; tÞ  kSA t
t!1

ð5Þ
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Our approximation of hSA is based on a similar idea as in Axsäter
(1990). We make a decomposition of the network into individual
local warehouses. In this way, we only deal with one Markov process per local warehouse instead of one Markov process for the entire network. Under the SA-rule, all demand from customer region j
and customer class k is ﬁrst offered to warehouse Ljk(1). If demand
arrives when Ljk(1) has no stock at hand, it is offered to Ljk(2). If
Ljk(2) is also out of stock, it is offered to Ljk(3), et cetera. We assume
that the overﬂow demand stream from customer region j and customer class k to warehouse i – Ljk(1) is a Poisson process. Consequently, each warehouse can be evaluated individually as an
Erlang loss model (MjMjSijSi queue). In earlier contributions,
Axsäter (1990), Alfredsson and Verrijdt (1999), Kukreja et al.
(2001), Kutanoglu (2008), Kranenburg and Van Houtum (2009),
and Reijnen et al. (2009) have derived approximations for the
average network ﬂow rates in steady state. However, since we
want to calculate the relative cost, we are interested in transient
system behavior. To the best of our knowledge this has not been
looked at before.
We approximate the transient system behavior in the following
way: We assume for each warehouse i a (constant) stockout probi
ability pi during [0, T] and the steady state stockout probability p
when t > T.
The parameter T P 0 is a design parameter for the DA-rule. In
Section 4.3.2 we argue that setting T equal to the average replenishment lead time l1 is a good choice for all problem instances. In
the same subsection we also develop a procedure for calculating
pi. At this point, we just mention that the value of pi depends
(among other things) on the initial stock level vector (z  ea) and
the value of T. In Section 5.2 Table 5 we verify our choice of T in
a large numerical experiment. Next, we assume stationary demand
streams during [0,T] that follow from the stockout probabilities pi,
and stationary demand streams when t > T that follow from the
i . From the estimated stationary demand
stockout probabilities p
rates and the estimated stationary stockout probabilities we can
immediately estimate the stationary ﬂow rates in the network
for [0, T] and t > T. We can use these estimated stationary ﬂow rates
to derive approximations for J(z  ea, 0, T) and J(z  ea, T, t) for arbitrary t > T. For the purpose of our analysis, we now rewrite (5) as:
SA

h ðz  ea ; 0; 0Þ ¼ Jðz  ea ; 0; TÞ þ lim½Jðz  ea ; T; tÞ  kSA t
t!1

ð6Þ

^ SA ðz  ea Þ deLet bJðÞ denote our approximation of J(), and let h
note our approximation of hSA(z  ea). Starting from Eq. (6) and
using the assumption that the system is in steady state for t > T,
^ SA ðz  ea ; 0; 0Þ ¼ bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ  kSA T. Because the relawe obtain h
tive cost vector hSA is unique up to a constant (cf. the Bellman
equations for a stationary policy; see Bertsekas (2007), p. 198),
^ SA and simply deﬁne
we may add kSAT to all elements in h
^ SA ðz  ea ; 0; 0Þ ¼ bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ. Plugging this into (4), we obtain
h
the following expression for the DA-rule:

aDA ðz; j; kÞ ¼ arg min

a2Aðz;j;kÞ

8ðz; j; kÞ 2 S and j > 0

h

i
C fajk þ bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ
ð7Þ

The algorithm for calculating bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ consists of three main
steps. The ﬁrst two steps are executed alternately and provide an
accurate estimate of the average network ﬂow during [0, T] when
starting at the actual stock level vector (z  ea) at time 0. Before
we describe these two steps in detail, we introduce some notation:
Let Dijk denote (an approximation of) the average demand rate of
customer class k in customer region j to warehouse i during [0, T]
and let pi denote (an approximation of) the average stockout probability at warehouse i during [0, T].

Step 1: Calculate the stockout probabilities pi given the demand
rates Dijk, and the initial stock level vector (z  ea).
Step 2: Update the demand rates Dijk given the average stockout
probabilities pi.
The two steps are executed until the changes in Dijk in two consecutive iterations are smaller than some pre-speciﬁed, small
value . The iterative process is initialized with Dijk = kjk if
i = Ljk(1) and Dijk = 0 otherwise. In the third step, we calculate
our approximation of the relative cost under the SA-rule for
state (z  ea, 0, 0).
Step 3: Calculate bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ, given the converged values of Dijk
and pi.
We now explain these three steps in more detail.
4.3.2. Step 1: Calculating pi for given demand rates Dijk
Because we assume that the overﬂow demand streams are Poisson, we can model each warehouse i as an Erlang loss model with Si
PP
servers, demand arrival rate Di ¼ j k Dijk and service rate l. Suppose that the initial number of free servers (in our setting this is
equivalent to the actual stock level) is equal to zi. We are interested
in approximating the average stockout probability during time
interval [0, T]. The steady state stockout probability in an Erlang
loss model can be calculated from the well-known Erlang B
formula:

 Si


1 Di
Si ! l
Di
¼P
B Si ;
 x

l

Si
1
x¼0 x!

ð8Þ

k

l

Let N(Si, Di, l, zi, t) denote the expected number of rejected requests in the MjMjSijSi queue during time interval [0, t] starting
with zi items in stock at time 0. Furthermore, let D(Si, Di, l, zi) represent the additional number of rejected requests over an inﬁnite
time horizon starting with zi items in stock at time 0, compared
to steady state. The formal deﬁnition is given below:




Di
DðSi ; Di ; l; zi Þ ¼ lim NðSi ; Di ; l; zi ; tÞ  Di tB Si ;
t!1

l

ð9Þ

Our idea is to approximate the transient stockout probability with a
step-function. For t 6 T we use a constant stockout probability pi,
and for
 t > T we use the steady state stockout probability
i ¼ B Si ; Dli . To calculate pi we assume that the additional number
p
of rejected requests compared to steady state all occur in the time
interval [0, T]. Under this assumption the expected

 number of rejected requests during [0, T] is equal to Di TB Si ; Dli þ DðSi ; Di ; l; zi Þ.
Consequently, we can approximate the average stockouts probability during [0 T] as follows:

pi ¼ FðSi ; Di ; l; zi ; TÞ



Di
DðSi ; Di ; l; zi Þ
þ
¼ max 0; min 1; B Si ;
Di T
l

ð10Þ

The min and max in expression (10) have been added to make
sure that the calculated stockout probabilities are never smaller
than zero or bigger than one. Before we can apply (10), we must
calculate D(Si, Di, l, zi).
To obtain D(Si, Di, l, zi), the following steps are carried out: (i) we
formulate the MjMjSijSi queue that represents warehouse i as an
average cost MDP with a cost of 1 in case of a rejected customer
demand, (ii) we construct a set of equations for the relative cost
vector h ¼ ðh0 ; h1 ; . . . ; hSi Þ consisting of (Si + 1) Bellman equations
and one scaling equation, and (iii) we solve this system of equations.
The
scaling
constraint
is
chosen
such
that
DðSi ; Di ; l; zi Þ ¼ hzi . We now explain these steps in more detail.
To formulate the MjMjSijSi queue as an average cost MDP we
choose as state the number of items on stock. We have two events:
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(i) arrival of a customer demand, and (ii) arrival of a replenishment
order, and we also have two actions: (i) fulﬁll demand, and (ii) reject demand. For every state we have exactly one admissible action
(deﬁned by the nature of the MjMjSijSi queue): Demand is fulﬁlled
if there is stock at hand, and rejected if there is no stock at hand.
We incur unit cost for each rejected demand. The Bellman equations for this system read as:



Di B Si ; Dli
Di
Di
Si l
h0 ¼

þ
h0 þ
h1
D i þ Si l
Di þ Si l
D i þ Si l
D i þ Si l


Di B Si ; Dli

Di
þ
hn1
Di þ ðSi  nÞl Di þ ðSi  nÞl
ðSi  nÞl
þ
hnþ1 1 6 n 6 Si  1
k þ ðSi  nÞl

hn ¼ 

hSi ¼ 



Di B Si ; Dli
Di

ð11Þ

þ hSi 1

Next, we add a scaling equation to (11) such that the resulting
system of equations has a unique solution with DðSi ; Di ; l; zi Þ ¼ hzi .
This constraint states that weighted sum of all vector elements of h
must be equal to zero where the weights are equal to the state
probabilities. It reads as:

2
 n 3
1 Di
Si
X
n!
l
6
7
 x 5hn ¼ 0
4P
n¼0

Si
1
x¼0 x!

Di

ð12Þ

l

We obtain hzi (and thus D(Si, Di, l, zi)) by solving the system of
equations consisting of (11) and (12). The simple structure of the
system of equations allows for a fast sequential solution procedure.
We have illustrated our step-function approximation of the real
transient stockout probability for an arbitrary local warehouse in
Example 1.
Example 1. Consider a local warehouse i with base stock level
Si = 3 and suppose that the average replenishment lead time l1 is
equal to 15. Furthermore, suppose that at a certain point in the
iterative procedure for calculating bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ , the demand
PP
arrival rate Di ¼ j k Dijk for warehouse i is equal to 12. Warehouse i can now be modeled as an MjMj3j3 queue with an average
service time of 15, and a demand arrival rate of 12. To investigate
how the stockout probability at warehouse i evolves over time, we
have written a Matlab simulation script. Fig. 1a shows the real
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stockout probability as a function of time for 0 items in stock at
time 0 and Fig. 1b shows our approximation of the real stockout
probability with T ¼ l1 . Note that the shaded areas in Fig. 1a and b
are equal.
Now, we motivate our choice to set T equal to l1 . Recall that T is
used in the step-function approximation of the transient stockout
probabilities, i.e. for each warehouse i, we assume a constant
stockout probability pi during [0, T] and the steady state stockout
i when t > T. In this subsection, we have developed a
probability p
method for calculating pi that uses the initial stock level vector
(z  ea). It seems reasonable to choose T such that the impact of
each candidate allocation decision a on the transient stockout
probabilities is relatively strong during [0, T] and relatively weak
when t > T. Obviously, allocation decisions have most impact during the time period that they cause a (temporary) reduction of
the stock level at the sourcing warehouse. Since we assume ﬁxed
base stock policies, replenishment orders are triggered immediately when a part leaves the warehouse. Consequently, it makes
sense to set T equal to the average replenishment lead time l1 .
4.3.3. Step 2: Updating Dijk for given average stockout probabilities pi
By deﬁnition of the SA-rule, all demand from customer region j
and customer class k is offered to Ljk(1). Suppose that warehouse
i = Ljk(1) is out of stock a fraction pi of the time. Then, a fraction
(1  pi) of the demand from customer region j and customer class
k is fulﬁlled from warehouse i, and an overﬂow demand stream
pikjk is offered to warehouse Ljk(2). In general, the overﬂow
demand rates Dijk can be recursively determined from DLjk ðqÞ;j;k ¼
pLjk ðq1Þ DLjk ðq1Þ;j;k . Hence,

DLjk ðqÞ;j;k ¼

8
k
>
< jk
>
: kjk

if q ¼ 1
q1
Y

pLjk ðqÞ

if q > 1

ð13Þ

n¼1

Note that in this recursive formula we use the simplifying assumption that actual stock levels at the local warehouses are
independent.
4.3.4. Step 3: Calculating bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ for given Dijk and pi
We can estimate the average ﬂow rate of spare parts for customer class k during [0, T] between warehouse i and customer region j by multiplying the (estimated) average demand rate
during [0, T] with the (estimated) average ﬁll rate of warehouse i
during [0, T]. We obtain an estimate of the average total cost during
[0, T] by taking the sum over all network edges of the product of the

Fig. 1. Real and approximated transient stockout probability for MjMj3j3 queue and initial stock equal to 0.
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Table 2
Parameter choices for the test beds.
Name of parameter

Values Experiment I

Values Experiment II

No. of local warehouses (I)
No. of customer regions (J)
Delivery time proﬁle (i > 0)
Delivery cost proﬁle (i > 0)

{6}
{24}
tij = 0.5 + 0.01dij
C dij ¼ 1dij

{24}
{96}
As Experiment I
As Experiment I

Emergency delivery cost ðC d0j Þ

{2000}

As Experiment I

Replenishment cost ðC ri Þ
Region indicator (R)
r1 : l1 ¼ 72; t 0j ¼ 4

{0}
{r1, r2}

As Experiment I
As Experiment I

r 2 : l1 ¼ 120; t 0j ¼ 8
Length service area unit (l)

npﬃﬃﬃ
o
pﬃﬃﬃ
2  150; 150; 13 6  150
1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 1
6;6;6 ; 6;6;6 ; 6;6;6
{0.2, 0.5, 1.0}
{(1200, 600, 300), (2400, 1200, 600), (4800, 2400, 1200)}
X = {(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), (0.8, 0.8, 0.8), (0.95, 0.95, 0.95)}

Customer class fractions (w)
Relative network demand (/)
Penalty cost vector (Cp)
Target time-based ﬁll rate (C)

estimated ﬂow rate (i.e. (1  pi)Dijk), the fulﬁllment cost (i.e. C fijk ),
and the length of the time horizon (i.e. T).
4.3.5. Formal speciﬁcation
We conclude this subsection with a formal description of the
DA-rule. It consists of the control rule (7) and the Algorithm 1 for
calculating bJðz  ea ; 0; TÞ. To evaluate the performance on problem
instances of real-life size, we have implemented the DA-rule in a
JAVA simulation program. Each time the simulator generates a
new part request, we execute Algorithm 1 for all warehouses with
stock at hand. No allocation decisions or relative cost vectors are
stored. Consequently, storage space requirements are minimal.
The average computation time per part request is less than 10 milliseconds on an Intel Pentium 4 2.16 gigahertz processor for all
problem instances in our numerical experiments (including the
ones of real-life size).
Algorithm 1. Calculate bJðy; 0; TÞ

As Experiment I
As Experiment I
As Experiment I
As Experiment I
X [ {(0.98, 0.98, 0.98)}

objective is to characterize the DA-rule by investigating how it
differs from the SA-rule. Finally, we investigate the potential cost
savings of the DA-rule over the SA-rule on problem instances of
real-life size, and we explore how the relative performance
depends on various problem characteristics.
To meet the ﬁrst four objectives we deﬁne a numerical experiment with a test bed containing a wide range of problem instances
of small size (Experiment I). For all problem instances in this test
bed, we can calculate the computationally expensive optimal allocation rule and the computationally expensive RA-rule. In this
experiment we use relative value iteration to evaluate the performance of the allocation rules. To meet the ﬁfth objective we deﬁne
a numerical experiment with a test bed containing a wide range of
problem instances of real-life size (Experiment II) and use discrete
event simulation to evaluate the performance of the SA-rule and
the DA-rule. In Section 5.1 we deﬁne the test beds, in Section 5.2
we describe the experiment with problem instances of small size,
in Section 5.3 we characterize the DA-rule, and in Section 5.4 we
describe the experiment with problem instances of real-life size.

initialization

"(i, j, k) 2 {0, . . . , I}  {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}
"(j, k) 2 {1, . . . , J} {1, . . . , K}
"i 2 {1, . . . , I}

Dijk = 0
DLjk ð1Þ;j;k ¼ kjk
P P
Di ¼ Jj¼1 Kk¼1 Dijk
p0 = 0
pi = F(Si,Di, l,zi,T) cf. (10)–(12)

"i 2 {1, . . . , I}
repeat
"(q, j, k) 2 {2, . . . , I}  {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K} DLjk ðqÞ;j;k ¼ pLjk ðq1Þ
DLjk ðq1Þ;j;k
P PK
"i 2 {1, . . . , I}
Di ¼ J
Dijk
j¼1

"i 2 {1, . . . , I}
until Dijk does not change more than
iterations
ﬁnalization

e

k¼1

pi = F(Si, Di, l, zi, T) cf. (10)–(12)
between two consecutive

bJðy; 0; TÞ ¼ T PI PJ PK C f ð1  p ÞDijk
i
i¼0
k¼1 ijk
j¼1

5. Numerical experiments
In this section, we investigate the performance and the structure of the proposed DA-rule via numerical experiments. We have
the following objectives in conducting numerical experiments.
First, we investigate the optimality gap of the DA-rule. Second,
we investigate the impact of the two main approximation steps
in the DA-rule: (i) using one-step lookahead with the SA-rule as
base policy, and (ii) approximating the true relative cost under
the SA-rule with bJðz  ei ; 0; TÞ. Third, we verify that l1 is an appropriate value for the design parameter T in the DA-rule. Our fourth

5.1. Test bed
For Experiment I and Experiment II we use similar test beds
based on full factorial designs on six parameters. Six more parameters are ﬁxed within each test bed. The main difference between
both experiments is that for Experiment I we create problem instances of small size (six local warehouses), whereas for Experiment II we create problem instances of real-life size (24 local
warehouses). In both experiments, we consider three customer
classes: customers with 2 hours contracts, customers with 4 hours
contracts, and customers with 8 hours contracts. We start by summarizing our choices for all 12 parameters in Table 2. Costs are expressed in euros, times are expressed in hours, and distances are
expressed in kilometers.
The total number of all possible combinations for these parameters is 2  3  3  3  3  3 = 486 for Experiment I, and
2  3  3  3  3  4 = 648 instances for Experiment II. We have
randomly created 5 different sets of values for the coordinates of
the customer regions, as there are uniform distributions involved
in the generation of these values. This gives us in total
486  5 = 2430 instances for Experiment I and 648  5 = 3240 instances for Experiment II.
We now explain some of the parameters in more detail and describe how to construct problem instances from the parameters
values. The ﬁrst parameter in the factorial design is the region indicator (R). It can take two values r1 or r2. The value r1 represents a
situation where the service area is at relatively close distance to
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the central warehouse; we use a small average replenishment lead
time (72 hours) and a small emergency delivery time (4 hours).
The value r2 represents a situation where the service area is at
relatively large distance from the central warehouse; we use a
larger average replenishment lead time (120 hours) and a larger
emergency delivery time (8 hours).
The second parameter in the factorial design is the length of a
service area unit (l), which determines the network layout. For
all problem instances, we create a rectangular service area consisting of 3  2 (Experiment I) or 6  4 (Experiment II) squares of l  l
kilometers each. We position a local warehouse in the center of
each square. For both experiments, the largest value of l is chosen
such that an arbitrary part request at an arbitrary point inside the
service area can in principle be fulﬁlled within the service deadline.
Since we assume tij = 0.5 + 0.01dij, we can travel 150 kilometers
within 2 hours (=minimum service deadline). Consequently,
pﬃﬃﬃ the
largest value for l in the factorial design is equal to 150 2. For
all problem instances we create J = 4  I customer regions. Each customer region has coordinates that determine the delivery times
and the delivery costs. Each customer region generates 2 hours,
4 hours, and 8 hours spare part demands. The location of each customer region is drawn according to a uniform distribution.
The third parameter in the factorial design is the weight vector
w = (w1, w2, w3) of the customer classes. It speciﬁes for each customer region the fraction of demand associated with a service
deadline of 2 hours, 4 hours, and 8 hours, respectively. In our
experiments, we do not only assume that all customer regions have
identical customer class weights, but also that their total demand
rates are identical. A graphical illustration of a possible p
network
ﬃﬃﬃ
layout for a problem instance in Experiment I with l ¼ 150 2 is given in Fig. 2.
The fourth parameter in the factorial design is the average network demand during the replenishment lead time divided by the
number of local warehouses. We refer to this parameter as the
relative network demand (/). From the factorial design parameters
/ and w we obtain the problem inputs kjk according to:

kjk ¼

wk
/Il
J

The ﬁfth parameter in the factorial design is the hourly penalty
cost vector Cp. For each customer class it speciﬁes the penalty
cost incurred per hour that a part request is fulﬁlled beyond the
service deadline. Typically, the hourly penalty costs get bigger
when the contractual maximum response times get smaller (so
C p1 > C p2 > C p3 ).

The sixth and last parameter in the factorial design is the Kdimensional vector C which contains a target time-based ﬁll rate
for each customer class. We have developed a simple heuristic to
calculate the base stock level vector S from the target ﬁll rate vector C. In this heuristic we make use of a method described in Reijnen et al. (2009) to approximate the average network ﬂow rates
when base stock levels are given and demand is fulﬁlled according
to the SA-rule. We now summarize the heuristic (a formal description can be found in Appendix A).
In the ﬁrst step, we set all base stock levels equal to zero. In the
second step, we execute an iterative procedure where we increase
the base stock level that minimizes the sum of the average annual
delivery cost and the average annual penalty cost. We stop the iterative process when the time-based ﬁll rates that follow from the
method to approximate the average network ﬂow rates are bigger
than the target time-based ﬁll rates speciﬁed in C. So, by construction, the calculated base stock level vector S is close to optimal under the SA-rule and jKj time-based ﬁll rate constraints with bounds
Ck, k = 1, . . . , K. In real-life, OEMs typically set high target ﬁll rates
for SKU-s with low inventory holding costs, and (relatively) low
target ﬁll rates for SKU-s with high inventory holding costs. Thus
via the target ﬁll rates, we are able to create different problem instances that represent a wide spectrum of part types (expensive
and inexpensive ones).
5.2. Experiment I
In this experiment we investigate the optimality gaps of the SArule, the RA-rule, and the DA-rule on the test bed deﬁned in the
previous subsection. For each of the 2430 problem instances, we
have calculated the average annual total cost, the average annual
regular delivery cost, the average annual emergency delivery cost,
and the average annual penalty cost for all allocation rules by solving the balance equations for the Markov chain induced by the
allocation rule. Consequently, all cost ﬁgures presented in this
experiment are exact. We have run the numerical experiment on
an Intel Pentium 4 2.16 gigahertz processor and 2.00 gigabyte
RAM. Computation times for all allocation rules range from less
than 0.1 second for problem instances with low base stock levels
to 5–10 minutes for problem instances with high base stock levels
(1 6 Si 6 5).
We start by providing insight into the spread of the optimality
gaps over the 2430 problem instances for the three heuristic allocation rules. For this purpose, we calculate for each allocation rule
the 5%, 20%, 50%, 80%, and 95% percentile optimality gap, as well as
the minimum and the maximum optimality gap. The results are
shown in Table 3.
The table shows that the median optimality gap of the SA-rule is
4.4%. For 20% of all problem instances the optimality gap is more
than 15%, and the maximum optimality gap is even more than
85%. So, in a considerable part of all problem instances there is
big room for improvement. The numbers for the RA-rule look totally different. We see that for most problem instances the optimality gap of the RA-rule is less than one percent although the
Table 3
Experiment I: spread of optimality gap.
Percentile

Min
5%
20%
50%
80%
95%
Max
Fig. 2. Example of network layout in Experiment I.

Optimality gap (%)
SA-rule

RA-rule

DA-rule

0.0
0.3
1.0
4.4
15.6
37.0
85.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
4.3
18.2

0.0
0.0
0.2
0.9
2.8
5.9
12.1
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Table 4
Experiment I: optimality gap.
Test bed subset

N

All instances
R = r1
R = r2
pﬃﬃﬃ
l ¼ 2  150
l = 150
pﬃﬃﬃ
l ¼ 13 6  150


w ¼ 16 ; 26 ; 36
2 2 2 
w ¼ 6;6;6


w ¼ 36 ; 26 ; 16
/ = 0.2
/ = 0.5
/ = 1.0
Cp = (1200, 600, 300)
Cp = (2400, 1200, 600)
Cp = (4800, 2400, 1200)
C = (0.50, 0.50, 0.50)
C = (0.80, 0.80, 0.80)
C = (0.95, 0.95, 0.95)

2430
1215
1215
810
810
810

Average optimality gap (%)
SA-rule

RA-rule

DA-rule

9.6
5.8
13.3
8.0

0.7
0.5
0.9
0.5

1.6
1.2
2.1
1.0

(0.7, 5.7, 16.0)
(1.0, 3.9, 10.7)
(0.5, 7.5, 21.3)
(1.7, 3.6, 13.3)

(0.0, 2.3, 1.6)
(0.1, 1.4, 1.0)
(0.1, 3.2, 2.2)
(0.1, 1.5, 1.1)

(0.3, 1.6, 3.0)
(0.2, 1.5, 2.1)
(0.4, 1.8, 3.5)
(0.2, 1.3, 2.1)

9.5 (0.6, 5.8, 15.0)
11.2 (0.0, 7.6, 18.8)

0.8 (0.0, 2.5, 1.7)
0.8 (0.1, 2.9, 2.0)

1.8 (0.3, 1.8, 3.3)
2.1 (0.3, 1.8, 3.6)

810

7.4 (0.1, 5.1, 12.6)

0.8 (0.0, 2.7, 1.6)

1.4 (0.2, 1.2, 2.4)

810

10.8 (0.9, 6.3, 18.0)

0.8 (0.2, 2.7, 1.9)

1.8 (0.3, 1.8, 3.3)

810

10.6 (1.2, 5.6, 17.4)

0.5 (0.2, 1.5, 1.2)

1.8 (0.4, 1.9, 3.3)

810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810

3.4
9.1
16.1
2.8
7.7
18.2
14.5
9.7
4.5

0.0
0.5
1.6
0.1
0.4
1.6
1.2
0.7
0.2

0.5
1.6
2.8
0.9
1.6
2.4
1.4
2.2
1.3

(0.7, 2.8, 6.9)
(0.9, 5.8, 15.8)
(0.6, 8.5, 25.3)
(0.0, 2.6, 5.4)
(0.6, 5.3, 13.6)
(1.6, 9.2, 29.0)
(0.6, 10.7, 24.6)
(1.4, 5.3, 16.4)
(1.4, 1.1, 7.0)

maximum optimality gap of the RA-rule is considerable (18.2%).
For the DA-rule, the 5%, 20%, 50%, 80%, and 95% optimality gap percentiles are a little bit higher than those of RA-rule, but still pretty
small. A remarkable observation is that the maximum optimality
gap of the DA-rule is smaller than the maximum optimality gap
of the RA-rule. So apparently, the DA-rule can outperform the
RA-rule for individual problem instances. Next, we calculate the
average optimality gap for all three heuristic allocation rules over
(i) all 2430 problem instances, and (ii) all subsets where one of
the factorial design parameters takes one of its admissible values.
Besides the average optimality gap (shown in bold face), we also
show the contribution of the regular delivery cost, the emergency
delivery cost, and the penalty cost to the optimality gap (these values are shown in parenthesis). The results are shown in Table 4.
The ﬁrst row in Table 4 shows that the average optimality gap
over all problem instances of the SA-rule, RA-rule, and DA-rule is
9.6%, 0.7%, and 1.6% respectively. The average optimality gap of
the RA-rule is thus more than a factor 10 smaller than the average
optimality gap of the SA-rule. This does not only hold for the average optimality gap over all problem instances, but also for the average optimality gap in 16 out of 17 subsets. From all this, we
conclude that the RA-rule consistently performs very well on this
test bed. Unfortunately, the RA-rule cannot be applied to problem
instances of real-life size due to computational complexity (it requires solving a set of Bellman equations that grows exponentially
in the number of local warehouses). That is why we have developed the DA-rule. The table also shows that the average optimality
gap of the DA-rule is about a factor 2 bigger than the average optimality gap of the RA-rule. So apparently, approximating the true
optimal relative cost hw(z  ei, 0, 0) with hSA(z  ei, 0, 0), and


approximating hSA(z  ei, 0, 0) with bJ z  ei ; 0; 1 , both account for

(0.0, 0.2, 0.2)
(0.0, 2.0, 1.5)
(0.1, 4.7, 3.1)
(0.0, 0.4, 0.4)
(0.0, 1.9, 1.4)
(0.0, 4.7, 3.1)
(0.4, 4.2, 2.6)
(0.1, 2.4, 1.7)
(0.3, 0.5, 0.5)

(0.2, 0.3, 0.6)
(0.1, 1.7, 3.2)
(0.5, 2.9, 5.1)
(0.2, 1.3, 2.1)
(0.2, 1.7, 3.1)
(0.5, 1.8, 3.7)
(0.3, 1.7, 2.8)
(0.3, 2.5, 4.4)
(0.3, 0.7, 1.7)

Table 5
Experiment I: impact of T on performance DA-rule.

Average optimality gap DA-rule (%)

T ¼ 12  l1

T ¼ l1

T ¼ 2  l1

T ¼ 4  l1

2.4

1.6

2.8

4.1

network demand (/), the penalty cost vector (Cp), and the target
time-based ﬁll rate vector (C). For all three heuristic allocation
rules, the dependencies point in the same direction, meaning that
they all have relatively large optimality gaps for the same kind of
problem instances. In particular, optimality gaps seem relatively
large for problem instances where contract violations occur frequently (low C) and are penalized strongly (big Cp), and the probability of multiple demands within one replenishment lead time is
relatively high (big /).
To investigate the impact of the design parameter T on the performance of the DA-rule, we have compared the DA-rule with T ¼ l1
(our proposed value), with the DA-rules with T ¼ 12  l1 ; T ¼ 2  l1 ,
and T ¼ 4  l1 on all 2430 problem instances of Experiment I. The
DA-rule with T ¼ l1 does not only have the smallest average optimality gap over all 2430 problem instances (see Table 5), but also
has the smallest average optimality gap in all 17 subsets deﬁned by
ﬁxing one of the factorial design parameters to one of its admissible values. Our comparison showed that setting T equal to l1 is a robust and appropriate choice for all problem instances. Therefore,
we use T ¼ l1 in the remainder of this paper.

5.3. Characterization of DA-rule

l

about half of the observed optimality gap of the DA-rule. When
switching from the SA-rule to the DA-rule, we achieve an average
cost reduction of 100%  (109.6  101.6)/109.6 = 7.3%. From the
decomposition of the optimality gap into the three different cost
components, we see that this cost reduction is mainly obtained
by replacing regular deliveries by emergency deliveries (resulting
in higher emergency delivery cost but lower penalty cost). In the
next subsection, we investigate the differences between the SArule and the RA-rule in more detail. Finally, Table 4 also provides
valuable information on the dependencies between the factorial
design parameters and the optimality gaps for three heuristic allocation rules. The strongest dependencies are found for the relative

In this subsection we aim to characterize the DA-rule. We do
this by identifying the states where the DA-rule takes a different
decision than the (simple) SA-rule. For our analysis we use the test
bed of Experiment I. We start by decomposing the state space of
each individual problem instance in disjoint sub spaces. The
decomposition is obtained using four simple ﬁlters. A ﬁlter is like
a decision node in classiﬁcation trees. It takes as input a state space
S and splits it in n disjoint sub state spaces S 1 ; . . . ; S n such that
S 1 [    [ S n ¼ S , based on the evaluation of the ﬁlter expression
for all states s 2 S. The ﬁrst ﬁlter evaluates for each state (z, j, k)
the customer class k. The second ﬁlter evaluates for each state
whether or not the DA-rule and the SA-rule propose the same deci-
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Table 6
DA-rule characterization.
Subset no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

State space decomposition
Filter 1

Filter 2

Filter 3

Filter 4

k=1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
k=2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
k=3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

aDA = aSA
aDA – aSA
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
aDA = aSA
aDA – aSA
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
aDA = aSA
aDA – aSA
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

N/A
aDA = 0
.
z(aDA) = 1
.
.
z(aDA) > 1
.
.
N/A
aDA = 0
.
z(aDA) = 1
.
.
z(aDA) > 1
.
.
N/A
aDA = 0
.
z(aDA) = 1
.
.
z(aDA) > 1
.
.

N/A
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
N/A
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
N/A
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1
aSA = 0
z(aSA) = 1
z(aSA) > 1

sion. For states where the two rules propose the same decision, we
do not decompose further. For all other states, we apply a third and
a fourth ﬁlter. The third ﬁlter considers for each state the associated DA decision and distinguishes between three options: (i) the
DA-rule chooses the central warehouse, (ii) the DA-rule chooses
a local warehouse with exactly one item on stock, and (iii) the
DA-rule chooses a local warehouse with more than one item on
stock. The fourth ﬁlter is similar to the third, but considers the
SA decision instead of the DA decision. These four ﬁlters decompose the state space of each problem instance into
(3  1  1) + (3  1  (9  1)) = 27 disjoint sub spaces.
By solving the balance equations for the Markov chain induced
by the DA-rule, we obtain the fraction of all decision events that
belong to each of these 27 sub spaces. This provides valuable information on when and how often the DA-rule and the SA-rule propose different decisions. When the two rules propose different
decisions, we investigate how the DA-rule rates the decision proposed by the SA-rule. For this purpose, we introduce the variable
h
i h
i
DA
DA
qðx; y; z; j; kÞ ¼ C fyjk þ h ðz  ey ; 0; 0Þ  C fxjk þ h ðz  ex ; 0; 0Þ .
We can interpret q(x, y, z, j, k) as the cost difference (according to
the DA-rule) when fulﬁlling a demand from customer region j
and customer class k from warehouse x instead of warehouse y if
the actual stock level vector is z. We deﬁne the cost difference
qðSÞ over a set of states S as the weighted sum of all
q(aDA(z, j, k),aSA(z, j, k),z, j, k) with ðz; j; kÞ 2 S. Let p(z, j, k) denote the
steady state probability of state (z, j, k) under the DA-rule. Then,
we get:

P
qðSÞ ¼

ðz;j;kÞ2S

pðz; j; kÞqðaDA ðz; j; kÞ; aSA ðz; j; kÞ; z; j; kÞ
P
ðz;j;kÞ2S pðz; j; kÞ

ð14Þ

In Table 6 we have shown the average over all 2430 problem instances of the decision event probabilities and qðSÞ for all 27 sub
spaces. In line with previous notation, aDA (aSA) represents the warehouse selected by the DA (SA) rule, and z(i) represents the actual
stock level at warehouse i. From Table 6 we learn that on average

Event probability

q(S)

0.309
0
0
0
0.014
0.001
0
0.007
0.002
0.276
0.007
0.000
0
0.031
0.001
0
0.015
0.003
0.264
0.027
0.001
0
0.024
0.001
0
0.014
0.002

0
414
249
N/A
49
18
N/A
68
27
0
321
202
N/A
55
19
N/A
76
28
0
850
608
N/A
49
18
N/A
72
27

for 100%  (0.309 + 0.276 + 0.264) = 84.9% of all part requests the
DA-rule and the SA-rule propose the same allocation decision. From
subset 2 and 3 we learn that the DA-rule will only execute an emergency delivery for 2 hours demand if there is no other option.
Subsets 11 and 20 indicate that for 4 and 8 hours demand this is
different; here the DA-rule prefers an emergency delivery from the
central warehouse over a regular delivery from a local warehouse
with only one item on stock. The explanation is that the DA-rule
anticipates situations where a 2 hours demand occurs before the
triggered replenishment order arrives and ﬁnds all nearby local
warehouses out of stock.
The ﬁgures for subsets 8, 17, and 26 show that it also happens
that the DA-rule decides to fulﬁll demand from a local warehouse
with more than one item on stock whereas the SA-rule decides to
select a local warehouse with only one item on stock. Furthermore,
we see that the DA-rule expects the biggest cost reductions in situations where the DA-rule decides to fulﬁll an 8 hours demand
from the central warehouse and the SA-rule decides to fulﬁll this
demand from a local warehouse with only one item on stock (cf.
subset 20; it has the highest qðSÞ value of all subsets). Because
the average event probability for subset 20 is also relatively high
(2.7%), the decisions covered by this subset seem to be responsible
for a large part of the cost reductions that can be achieved when
switching from the SA-rule to the DA-rule. Summarizing we can
say that the main difference between the DA-rule and the SA-rule
is that the DA-rule is more reluctant to take away the last item at a
local warehouse and less reluctant to use emergency deliveries
from the central warehouse. A major strength of the DA-rule is that
the decision whether or not to fulﬁll (an 8 hours) demand from a
local warehouse with only one item on stock may depend on the
on hand stock levels at neighboring local warehouses.
5.4. Experiment II
In this experiment we compare the DA-rule and the SA-rule on a
test bed containing problem instances of real-life size. The test bed
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Fig. 3. Experiment II: Box diagrams for parameters in factorial design.

has been deﬁned in Section 5.1. For each of the 3240 problem instances, we have calculated the average annual total cost, the average annual regular delivery cost, the average annual emergency
delivery cost, and the average annual penalty cost for the DA-rule,
and the SA-rule. In contrast to Experiment I, we cannot evaluate
the performance of the DA-rule and the SA-rule analytically and
thus we move to discrete event simulation. See Section 5.4.1 for
the details of how the simulation has been set up.

The average cost reduction over all 3240 problem instances
when switching from the SA-rule to the DA-rule is 7.9%. When
leaving out all problem instances with C = (0.98, 098, 0.98) (this
parameter value is not present in Experiment I), the average cost
reduction is even 9.7%. This is more than 30% bigger than the average cost reduction in Experiment I (7.3%) and a clear indication
that the DA-rule scales well. To investigate how the cost savings
depend on the various problem characteristics, we have created a
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box diagram for each parameter in the factorial design. The box
diagrams are shown in Fig. 3a–f and show the median, the 25%
and 75% percentiles, and the minimum and maximum cost
reductions.
Fig. 3a–f gives a similar picture as the results in Experiment I (cf.
Table 4). We see that the cost reduction for problem instances with
region indicator R = r2 (emergency delivery time of 8 hours) is bigger than the cost reduction for problem instances with region indicator R = r1 (emergency delivery time of 4 hours). We also see that
the cost reduction gets bigger if the service area gets smaller.
Fig. 3c shows no clear correlation between the cost reduction
and the weight vector w of the customer classes. Fig. 3d–f however,
shows a strong correlation between the cost savings and the relative network demand /, the penalty cost vector Cp, and the target
time-based ﬁll rate vector C, just as in Experiment I.
All together, switching from the SA-rule to the DA-rule seems in
particular beneﬁcial in situations where: (i) contract violations are
expensive and occur frequently, (ii) emergency deliveries involve
high delivery and/or penalty cost, and (iii) the probability of multiple demands within one replenishment lead time is relatively high.
In all these situations, the SA-rule suffers from the weakness that it
does not anticipate future stockouts and the contract violations
and penalty costs this may cause.
5.4.1. Discrete event simulation
Here, we describe how we have set up our discrete event simulations. Each simulation run is divided in 21 sub-runs of 5000 part
failure events each. The ﬁrst sub-run is used as a warming-up period. For all other 20 sub-runs we calculate the average annual total
cost. From these 20 samples we calculate the sample mean and the
coefﬁcient of variation. If the coefﬁcient of variation is smaller than
0.01/2 the simulation is terminated. Otherwise, we double the
number of part failure events we want to simulate and merge
the current 20 sub-runs into 10 new ones by merging sub-runs 1
with 2, 3 with 4, . . ., and 19 with 20. Under some mild conditions
this methods guarantees that the simulated average annual total
cost does not differ more than 1% from its expected value with a
probability of more than 95%. This method is called the method
of non-overlapping batch means (NOBM). For a comprehensive
description of NOBM we refer the reader to Steiger and Wilson
(2001).
6. Conclusions
We conclude by summarizing our main results. We developed a
dynamic rule for allocating available network stock to real-time
part requests in a single echelon multi location spare parts network with multiple customer classes where part requests can often
be fulﬁlled from more than one warehouse within the service
deadline. Our dynamic allocation rule is a one-step lookahead policy that approximates the optimal relative cost with an estimate of
the relative cost under a static allocation rule.
First, we showed on a test bed with small problem instances
that the optimality gap of our dynamic allocation rule is small
(1.6% on average). This is much smaller than the optimality gap
of a simple but widely used static allocation rule (9.6% on average).
We also showed that on problem instances of real-life size, the dynamic allocation rule achieves average cost savings of 7.9% in comparison to the static allocation rule. This indicates that the dynamic
allocation rule scales very well. Second, we showed that the dynamic allocation rule in particular outperforms the static allocation
rule when contract violations are expensive and occur frequently,
emergency deliveries involve high delivery and/or penalty cost,
and the probability of multiple demands within one replenishment

lead time is relatively high. Third, we characterized our dynamic
allocation rule and showed that it mainly differs from the static
allocation rule in situations where the static allocation rule selects
a warehouse with only one item on stock, and the actual part request has a relatively high maximum response time. In particular,
we showed that switching from the greedy static allocation rule to
the dynamic allocation rule with (limited) lookahead changes the
role of emergency deliveries from a tool of last resort to a tool that
is actively used to avoid stock level reductions at local warehouses
in situations where this is considered undesirable.
For future research, it is relevant to investigate the impact of demand forecast errors on the performance of the DA-rule. Another
interesting direction for future research is the optimization of base
stock levels under a dynamic allocation rule like the one presented
in this paper. We plan to investigate this direction in the near future. We strongly believe that we can calculate excellent base stock
levels using simulation-based optimization. In simulation-based
optimization, simulation is used to evaluate the performance of
base stock level vectors, and a standard optimization technique
(e.g. local search) is used to ﬁnd a good base stock level vector.
When simulating the system to evaluate a base stock level vector,
we allocate demand according to the DA-rule. Even for (very) large
problem instances, simulation-based optimization seems feasible
because: (i) the DA-rule does not contain any free parameters,
(ii) the DA-rule performs very well for arbitrary base stock level
vectors, and (iii) during each simulation, we can calculate on hand
stock histograms for each local warehouse and use this information to steer the base stock level optimization.
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Appendix A. Calculation of base stock levels
In this appendix, we formally state the method for calculating a
base stock level vector S from a target time-based ﬁll rates vector
C. It consists of two parts. Algorithm 2 approximates the average
cost per time unit and the time-based ﬁll rates for given base stock
level vectors. In Algorithm 3 we use this evaluation procedure to
ﬁnd a base stock level vector such that the (approximated) timebased ﬁll rates exceed the target time-based ﬁll rates, and the
(approximated) average annual total cost is low.
b ðSÞ and CðSÞ
b
Algorithm 2. Calculate C

initialization
"(i, j, k) 2 {0, . . . , I}  {1, . . . , J}  {1, . . . , K}
8ðj; kÞ 2 f1; . . . ; Jg  f1; . . . ; Kg

8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig

Dijk = 0
DLjk ð1Þ;j;k ¼ kjk
P P
Di ¼ Jj¼1 Kk¼1 Dijk
p0 = 0

8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig
repeat
8ðq; j; kÞ 2 f2; . . . ; Ig  f1; . . . ; Jg  f2; . . . ; Kg

8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig
8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ig



pi ¼ B Si ; Dli

cf. (8)

DLjk ðqÞ;j;k ¼ pLjk ðq1Þ DLjk ðq1Þ;j;k
P P
Di ¼ Jj¼1 Kk¼1 Dijk


pi ¼ B Si ; Dli
cf. (8)

until Dijk does not change more than e between two consecutive iterations
ﬁnalization
b ðSÞ ¼ PI PJ PK C f ð1  p ÞD
C
ijk
i
i¼0
k¼1 ijk
j¼1
h
i.hP
i
J
b k ðSÞ ¼ PI PJ ð1  p ÞDijk dijk
with dijk = 1 if tij < W kmax and
C
i
i¼0
j¼1
j¼1 kjk
0 otherwise
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Algorithm 3. Calculate S(C)
initialization
"i 2 {1, . . . , I}
"i 2 {1, . . . , I}

Si = 0
b ðSÞ and CðSÞ
b
calculate C
using Algorithm 2
calculate DC(S, i) = C(S)  C(S + ei)

b k < Ck do
while 9kj C
iw = argmaxi2{1,. . .,I}[DC(S, i)]
SiH :¼ SiH þ 1
b ðSÞ and CðSÞ
b
calculate C
using Algorithm 2
"i 2 {1, . . . , I}
calculate DC(S, i) = C(S)  C(S + ei)
end while
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